Flooding transition in the topography of toppling surfaces of stochastic and rotational sandpile models.
A continuous phase transition occurs in the topography of toppling surfaces of stochastic and rotational sandpile models when they are flooded with liquid, say water. The toppling surfaces are extracted from the sandpile avalanches that appear due to sudden burst of toppling activity in the steady state of these sandpile models. Though a wide distribution of critical flooding heights exists, a critical point is defined by merging the flooding thresholds of all the toppling surfaces. The criticality of the transition is characterized by power-law distribution of island area in the critical regime. A finite size scaling theory is developed and verified by calculating several new critical exponents. The flooding transition is found to be an interesting phase transition and does not belong to the percolation universality class. The universality class of this transition is found to depend on the degree of self-affinity of the toppling surfaces characterized by the Hurst exponent H and the fractal dimension D(f) of critical spanning islands. The toppling surfaces of different stochastic sandpile models are found to have a single Hurst exponent, whereas those of different rotational sandpile models have another Hurst exponent. As a consequence, the universality class of different sandpile models remains preserved within the same symmetry of the models.